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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

With the growing demand for high performance, more flexibility, low-power consump-

tion and less area in the modern days computationally demanding applications, such as,

image processing, embedded systems, signal processing, etc., a number of new architectures

are being developed that can meet these requirements. Application-specific Integrated Cir-

cuits (ASICs) design approaches that are widely used these days have high performance and

low power consumption, but it limits flexibility. When compared to ASICs, Fine-Grained

Reconfigurable Architectures (FPGAs) are more flexible but require more energy. Coarse-

Grained Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRA) provide more flexibility through reconfig-

uration, which is not achieved with ASICs that are designed specifically for a particular

application. Figure 1.1 gives a typical view of the performance and flexibility tradeoffs.

Figure 1.1. Typical view of the performance and flexibility tradeoffs.

1.1. Introduction to CGRAs

Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRA) comprises of a large number

of functional units (FU) connected in a mesh-style interconnect. FUs are responsible for
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executing common arithmetic and logic operations, such as addition, subtraction, and mul-

tiplication. CGRAs provide low power, high performance, and flexible designs for different

applications. However, good tools are needed to identify CGRA designs and to allow design-

ers to explore efficient architectures for an application domain. A typical CGRA is shown

in figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Basic Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architecture

There are a number of CGRA architectures proposed and developed in the past

years such as MorphoSys[15, 16], ADRES[10], MATRIX[11], MORA[1], PipeRench[3, 5,

14], Garp[4], RaPID[2], zippy[12], Smartcell[6, 7]. These architectures can be differentiated

based on their topologies, interconnects, wordlength and reconfigurable computing array. A

detailed view of these differences is shown in Table 1.1.

1.2. Games with a Purpose

With the introduction of games with a purpose[19], plenty of challenging problems

faced by the computer programs is being solved by the human brain. These days people

2



Architecture

Name

Topology

and

Wordlength

Reconfigurable Computing Array Interconnect Applications

MorphoSys 8x8 Mesh,

16 bit in-

puts

ALU + Multiplier + Register 4-way +

hops in row

and column

in each

quadrant

Image Process-

ing, video com-

pression

ADRES 4x4 mesh,

4bit

shared 2 read, 1 write port,

FU+Register in bottom 3 columns

morphosys

interconnect

Embedded Sys-

tems

MATRIX 8x8 mesh,

8 bit, multi

granular

Each datapath element contains a

256 words by 8 bit memory, an 8 bit

ALU, multiply unit and control logic

and multiply unit and reduction con-

trol logic with a 20 by 8 NOR plane

nearest

neighbor,

length four

and global

lines

General Pur-

pose

MORA 8x8 Mesh,

8bit

ALU + RAM (256x8) + CU + sys-

tem external memory for entire RA

8-way 1-hop Multimedia ap-

plications

PipeRench Linear Ar-

ray Based,

128 bit

ALU + Register File Global I/O

bus

ATR, Cordic,

DCT, FIR

RaPID Linear Ar-

ray Based,

16 bit

Each cell contains multiplier, 3 inte-

ger ALUs, 6 datapath registers, and

3 local memories

Segmented

busses

Signal Process-

ing

Smartcell Tiled

structure,

Smart cells

ALU + Shifter + logic Unit + In-

struction controller

shared regis-

ter memory

multimedia,

data encryp-

tions

Table 1.1. Difference between CGRA architectures
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spend a lot of time playing a variety of games. From the artificial intelligence point of

view, there are certain tasks that humans can solve without a hitch, but are comparatively

difficult for computer programs. A game must be designed in such a way that it is a

delightful experience for the players and at the same time, it also produces useful data for

specific purposes. Using this concept, two such games[8, 18], Untangled and UntangledII, are

developed at the Reconfigurable Computing Lab at UNT. UntangledII gaming environment

is developed to explore custom domain-specific architectures. Here, the players can design

their individual architectures by defining their architectural constraints as well as playing

with mappings. The objective of the players is to build an energy-efficient architectural

solution for a particular suite of applications.

1.3. Problem Statement

Custom domain-specific architectures are very flexible for creating and exploring de-

signs that are highly optimized to fit a particular domain of applications. However, it is

difficult to discover optimal tradeoffs in designing new architectures. Therefore, the devel-

opment of an optimum design framework is needed that allows designers to identify efficient

architectures and explore the design space for an application domain in an efficient manner.

Allocation of expensive resources, (such as Multiplier) onto the CGRA has been

of interest for quite some time. For these architectural solutions to fulfill the designers’

requirements, it is of utmost importance that the design offers high performance, low power

consumption, and effective area utilization. The result of allocation has direct effects upon

the chip size. Thus, it is strongly suggested that the design of allocation must use the

hardware i.e. functional units and interconnects, efficiently in order to minimize the size of

a chip. Allocation requires the determination of the type and number of resources i.e. (1)

Number and types functional units (FU), and (2) Number and types of interconnections.

The placement and number of functional units onto the grid architecture plays a big role in

determining the energy of the architectural solution. If there are more number of FUs in a

grid, the energy will be high. This thesis explores low power energy architectural design by

using a variety of heterogeneous designs using UntangledII, which makes use of data flow

4



graphs to solve the mapping problem.

Data flow graphs are commonly used in high-level synthesis as they can easily model

the behavioral specification as a data processing task. A data flow graph is well suited to

solve a number of applications. A simple data flow graph is shown in figure 1.3. In data

Figure 1.3. A simple data flow graph

flow graph, the nodes denote the functions or subtasks and the directed edges signify the

communications between the nodes. Generally, the edges in a data flow graph have a single

source and a single destination. These edges are used as a wire in hardware, which can have

multiple destinations. Thus, to maintain better communication between hardware and data

flow graphs, edges are allowed to have several destinations.

1.4. Contribution of This Thesis

In this thesis work, we are exploring low power, high performance, and flexible het-

erogeneous designs that can fit for a suite of applications. It presents several case studies to

investigate the arrangement of functional units in order to achieve a low-power heterogeneous

architectural solution that can fit a specific collection of benchmarks. The effects of several

type and number of functional units and interconnects, while placing a data flow graph onto

a grid are also studied. The allocation problem is studied using the UntangledII gaming

environment, which has been developed to discover the design of custom domain-specific

architectures, by making use of human intuitions to design a customized architectural so-

5



lution that can fit all the applications in a particular domain decided by the player. In

UntangledII game environment, the nodes of the data flow graph represent the functional

units and edges represents the interconnections. The game consists of two types of nodes,

(1) Orange Rectangles that represent multipliers, and (2) Blue Circles that represent rest

of the operations in a data flow graph. The grid architecture in UntangledII has cells and

connectivity. There are three types of cells available: (1) Orange Cells that can hold all

multipliers (2) Blue Cells that can hold nodes that perform rest of the operations, and (3)

Red Cells that can hold either orange and blue cells. Connectivity include, 4-Way, 4-Way

1-Hop, 4-Way 2-Hops, 8-Way, 8-Way 1-Hop, and 8-Way 2-Hops. The players are required to

map the data flow graphs onto the grid architecture to design. The next chapter discusses

all the background details of the game.

The primary focus of this thesis is on assignment and allocation of expensive resources.

Several case studies are investigated to have low power heterogeneous designs and their

effects on energy while altering the area, connectivity, and cells of expensive resources. In

the later part of this thesis, several human mapping strategies of top and bottom players

are compared. Using these methodologies, the case studies of their moves, connectivity, and

grid area is also presented.

1.5. Organization of Thesis

This thesis is organized into seven chapters. The first chapter gives the overview of

CGRA reconfigurable architecture. It also discusses the several CGRA architectures that

have been proposed and developed in the past years. In addition to this, it also talks

about Games with a Purpose and the challenges involved in their development. The second

chapter gives a brief introduction to the UntangledII game environment and discusses its

background details and related work. In the third chapter, several cases to check the effects

on energy while altering the area, connectivity, and cells are discussed. These experiments

are carried out on different levels of UntangledII gaming environment i.e. Easy, Medium and

Hard. The fourth chapter discusses the assignment and allocation of expensive resources

while using a particular pattern on a square grid. In the fifth chapter, human mapping

6



strategies of top and bottom players to design a custom domain-specific architecture are

presented. It also discusses some general observations that were examined while analyzing

the mapping strategies of the players. The sixth chapter discusses the various factors, such

as moves, interconnects, and grid area, that were observed while analyzing the mapping

methodologies. The last chapter presents the conclusion and future directions.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND DETAILS AND RELATED WORK

In this chapter, some background details and related work about UntangledII game

environment, which has been developed at Reconfigurable Computing Lab at UNT, are

shown.

2.1. UntangledII

UntangledII[17] is a gaming environment shown in figure 2.1, which has been devel-

oped to discover the design of custom domain-specific architectures, by making use of human

intuitions to design a customized architectural solution that can fit all the applications in

a particular domain decided by the player. Here, the players are given an option to select

their individual grid area, functional units’ placement, interconnects, and map the given set

of applications onto a single pre-decided grid architecture. Every new game starts with some

initial score and a number of violations. These violations are illegal placements colored in

red. The players need to remove the violations and propose their individual architectural de-

Figure 2.1. UntangledII Gaming Environment
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sign. As the final architecture is obtained, the score reduces substantially. Figure 2.2 shows

the workspace of the game. Here, the data flow graphs for a particular set of applications

are shown on the left side of the screen. An initial score is present on the top, the workspace

is provided in the middle of the screen, where the players can build their own designs for the

given data flow graphs, and a basic building block library is present on the right side of the

screen. Players are also given the option to save, undo, redo, replay, and add pass gates to

their design.

Figure 2.2. UntangledII Workspace

2.2. Building Block Library

The building block library presented to the players comprises of the following parts:

2.2.1. Grid

The players are given the flexibility to define the

layout of their architectural design by choosing a grid area

from the basic building block library. They can select

the H i.e. height and W i.e. width to choose their grid

depending on the application of interest.
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2.2.2. Cell

Figure 2.3. UntangledII Game Cells

Figure 2.3 shows the different colored cells that are available for players in the building

block library. The red colored cells denote the arithmetic and logic units (ALUs) that can

perform basic operations such as addition, subtraction, shift operations, multiplication, and

logic operations. Blue colored cells denote ALUs that can carry out all operations except

multiplication. Orange colored cells denote dedicated multipliers and dedicated functional

units for pass operations are denoted by purple colored cells.

2.2.3. Connectivity

Based on the interconnect topologies, CGRAs are primarily divided into two archi-

tectural styles: Stripe and Mesh-based architectures.

2.2.3.1. Stripe-based Architectures

Stripe architecture consists of an array of processing elements or functional units

where the flow of data is from top to bottom. The nodes in this architecture style are

arranged in horizontal stripes, which are connected to the nodes below them with the help

of a crossbar interconnect.
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2.2.3.2. Mesh-based Architectures

Mesh architecture consists of an array of processing elements that can receive data

from all sides depending on the type of interconnect. In UntangledII, there are mainly six

types of mesh architectures interconnect provided to the players, namely, 4-Way, 4-Way

1-Hop, 4-Way 2-Hops, 8-Way, 8-Way 1-Hop, and 8-Way 2-Hops.

In 8-Way mesh architecture, each node can connect to any of its neighboring eight

nodes. 8-Way 1-Hop is a special case of 8-Way, where the horizontal and vertical connections

can skip one node. 8-Way 2-Hops is similar to 8-Way 1-Hop, except that the horizontal and

vertical connections can skip two nodes. 4-Way mesh architecture is similar to 8-Way with

an exception that the nodes cannot be connected diagonally to its neighbors. 4-Way 1-Hop

is a special case of 4-Way, where the connections can skip one node. 4-Way 2-Hops is similar

to 4-Way 1-Hop, except that the connections can skip two nodes. Figure 2.4 gives a brief

view of both stripe and mesh-based architectures.

Figure 2.4. UntangledII Connectivity

2.3. Benchmarks

There are 12 benchmarks used in the three levels of UntangledII: Easy (Level 1),

Medium (Level 2), Hard (Level 3) as shown in figure 2.5. These benchmarks include IDCT

row (row), and IDCT col (col), Sobel (sob), Laplace (lap), GSM (gsm), FIR1 (fir1), FIR2

11



Figure 2.5. UntangledII Levels

(fir2), FFT (fft), Autoregression filter (autoreg), ADPCM decoder (dec), Cosine1(cos1),

Cosine2 (cos2). These benchmarks vary depending on the density of nodes (number of

ALUs and multipliers) and arrangement of interconnections.

Figure 2.6. UntangledII Leaderboard

2.4. UntangledII Leaderboard

The players can check their game progress using the leaderboard of the game, as

shown in figure 2.6. This leaderboard gives a detailed view of the number of violations,
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time taken and the least energy of each player. The players are awarded a star after the

completion of each application of interest, notifying the players that all the violations are

removed, and they can move to the next application of interest on the same level. Based

on the levels played, the leaderboard gives the ranks of each player depending on the lowest

energy and time taken by the player to solve a particular level.
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CHAPTER 3

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT CONSTRAINTS ON ENERGY

In this chapter, several case studies are performed to investigate the arrangement of

functional units in order to achieve a low-power heterogeneous architectural solution that

can fit a specific collection of benchmarks. These experiments are carried out on various

levels of UntangledII gaming environment i.e. Easy, Medium and Hard. These levels vary

from each other depending upon the arrangement of interconnection and density of nodes,

which includes the number of ALUs and multipliers. The data flow graphs in the easy level

can be solved efficiently when compared to the medium and hard level graphs. Table 3.1

shows the density of nodes in each UntangledII level.

3.1. Why Low Power Designs?

Power is regarded as one of the top design concerns by most of the System on Chip

(SoC) design teams. With the growing demands for portable electronic applications such as

gaming consoles, tablet computers, and smartphones, the primary objective of VLSI chip

Levels Nodes DFG: 1 DFG: 2 DFG: 3 DFG: 4

Easy Multiplication Operator (Or-

ange)

4 1 2 0

Other ALU Operators (Blue) 20 28 27 29

Medium Multiplication Operator (Or-

ange)

11 9 12 16

Other ALU Operators (Blue) 10 14 24 12

Hard Multiplication Operator (Or-

ange)

29 29 11 11

Other ALU Operators (Blue) 13 13 41 50

Table 3.1. Basic Information related to the Density of Nodes
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designer is to limit power dissipation while still meeting the computational requirements.

In such systems, the reduction of power consumption is important to meet the minimum

requirements of battery life, area, and weight allocated to batteries and maximize the run

time. About 70 percent of mobile device consumers demand longer talk, extended battery

life, and stand-by time as the primary feature in the mobile phone. The demand for smaller

and sleeker devices require high levels of Silicon integration in advanced processes, which

results in higher leakage current. Thus, it is important to reduce leakage current to re-

duce power consumption. ’Low power design’ is an essential factor while designing SoC for

portable devices. The management of power in SoCs is important due to (1) Digital noise

immunity, (2) Packaging and Cooling costs, (3) Environmental concerns, and (4) Battery

life.

3.2. UntangledII Scoring Criteria

In UntangledII, players are given scores at the end of each gameplay, which is stated

as ’Energy’ in the workspace of the game and is used to evaluate the design. This encourages

the players to use the functional units that consume less power and fix violations. It is used to

compare the relative costs of several design choices such as functional units and interconnect.

To get better scores, the players tend to make use of low power resources and build their

grid low power so as to accomplish top rank in the leaderboard.

Figure 3.1. UntangledII Scoring Criteria

Figure 3.1 shows the cost of each cell and connectivity that will be added to the
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score if the player chooses it. UntangledII game consists of two types of nodes, (1) Orange

Rectangles that represent multiplication operators, and (2) Blue Circles that represent rest of

the ALU operations in a data flow graph. These nodes are referred to as ’Orange Nodes’ and

’Blue Nodes’ in this section. The grid architecture in UntangledII has cells and connectivity.

There are three types of cells available: (1) Orange Cells that can hold one multiplier (2)

Blue Cells that can hold any one node that performs rest of the operations, and (3) Red

Cells that can hold either orange or blue cells. Connectivity include, 4-Way, 4-Way 1-Hop,

4-Way 2-Hops, 8-Way, 8-Way 1-Hop, and 8-Way 2-Hops. Red colored cells that denote ALUs

are the costliest, followed by orange and blue colored cell. Likewise, using more hops in the

connectivity results in high power. Thus, to achieve a low power architectural design it is

better to minimize the usage of costlier functional units.

A number of case studies were carried out to check the effects on energy while allo-

cating the expensive resources and achieve a low power architectural solution. These inves-

tigations are discussed in detail in the next sections of this chapter, based on the different

levels of UntangledII.

3.3. Easy Level

In easy level, the data flow graphs are less dense as compared to the other two levels.

This part of the section discusses a total of six cases.

3.3.1. Case 1: Limited Reachability

This case study is performed to investigate the effect of lower connectivity and limited

reachability constraint on a suite of applications. Figure 3.2(g(1)) shows a simple architec-

tural design, which has an initial grid of size 7x5 (Width x Height). This grid is designed

without any restriction keeping in mind that all the nodes of the data flow graph are ar-

ranged without using any hops. As we go on mapping the data flow graphs 2, 3 and 4; it

was found that the same grid cannot hold the other graphs. Due to the need to map various

benchmarks onto the architecture, we have to alter the graph. This results in high energy,

even when no hops are used. It can be concluded that even if there are no hops, the grid
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area keeps increasing, and the energy continues to increase.

Figure 3.2. Easy Level: Case 1

3.3.2. Case 2: Using Expensive Computational Unit

Placing an expensive computational unit in the grid architecture results in high en-

ergy. This red color cell or computational unit supports all operations and can accommodate

either blue node or an orange node in the data flow graph. This red cell itself has very high

Figure 3.3. Easy Level: Case 2

energy, which results in increasing the energy of the designed architectural solution. It can
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be concluded that if the density of a DFG is small, the use of a computational unit should

be minimized. The screenshots of the game screen with grid size 6x6 is shown in figure 3.3.

3.3.3. Case 3: No Connectivity Restraints

This is a special case to observe the energy effects when there are no connectivity

restraints in the design. Surprisingly, this case study gives a lower energy architecture. Here,

the energy is affected by the small grid area and the arrangement of all the four DFGs in a

square grid. Figure 3.4 shows the final architectural design using this strategy for a particular

domain of applications. Thus, even when the architecture has some hops, the energy is low.

Figure 3.4. Easy Level: Case 3

3.3.4. Case 4: Constraint to use Smaller Grid Size but Expensive Computational Unit

Designing a grid area that can accommodate all the nodes in the smallest possible

grid gives less area but enhances the energy substantially. The total number of nodes in this

domain of application is 29; thus, an initial grid of 6 x 5 is designed. Due to less area, all

nodes are required to fit into the selected grid. This requires the addition of computational

units into the architectural design, which results in high energy. The screenshots of the final

architectural design are shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Easy Level: Case 4

Figure 3.6. Easy Level: Case 5

3.3.5. Case 5: Dedicated Expensive Resources

In this case, all the multiplier nodes are arranged in one row as shown in figure 3.6.

Even though the energy is less as compared to the above approaches, a lot of 8-Way grids are

being used that results in high energy. In this case, DFG1 and DFG2 are easy to map, but

while mapping the other two DFGs, we have to alter connectivity to fit all the DFGs into

the same application domain. The need to map all the DFGs onto the same architecture,

final designs are often different.
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3.3.6. Case 6: Exploring Regular Pattern

When compared to the other five cases mentioned above, figure 3.7 shows the least

energy grid. Here, the DFG with the maximum number of blue nodes is untangled first using

more 4-Way connectivity and no hops. The multiplier functional units are arranged at the

corners of the architectural design. This strategy saves a lot of energy. It can be considered

as an optimal solution to solve this particular application of interest.

Figure 3.7. Easy Level: Case 6

Figure 3.8. Easy Level: Energy Comparison

3.3.7. Energy Comparison of Easy Level

The energy comparison of all the cases mentioned above for Easy Level is shown in

figure 3.8. Here, case 6 shows the least energy as more 4-Way connections are used without
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any hops. Compared to the other plots, almost 50 percent of the energy can be saved while

using this strategy. Case 1 has the highest energy due to more area. Case 3 is a special

case as even though we are using double the number of hops, the energy of the architectural

solution is still low. Thus, a low-power heterogeneous design can be achieved using lower

connectivity with limited reachability.

3.4. Medium Level

When compared to the other two levels, the medium level has almost similar number

of orange and blue nodes. A total of five approaches is discussed in this part of the section.

3.4.1. Case 1: Using Expensive Computational Units

Placement of orange nodes and blue nodes can be done in an efficient manner if red

color cells are added in the architectural design. However, adding a single computational

unite into the architectural design results in high energy as shown in figure 3.9. Plus, any

addition of a hop in the design can add up the energy. This is the least energy grid as

compared to the other grids.

Figure 3.9. Medium Level: Case 1

3.4.2. Case 2: Limited Reachability

This case study is performed to investigate the effect of lower connectivity and lim-

ited reachability constraint on a suite of applications. A lot of energy can be saved if the
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architectural design does not have any hops. However, for this approach, there is no limit

for grid area. The higher the grid space, higher is the energy. As shown in figure 3.10, no

hops are used, but the energy is high.

Figure 3.10. Medium Level: Case 2

Figure 3.11. Medium Level: Case 3

3.4.3. Case 3: No Connectivity Restraints

Using multiple hops for a particular domain of applications can lead to high energy.

The screenshot of this case is shown in figure 3.11. While solving the easy level using this

approach, the design showed less energy. However, in medium level benchmarks, the energy is
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high, due to the presence of more multiplier nodes and the need for more 8-Way connectivity.

Figure 3.12. Medium Level: Case 4

3.4.4. Case 4: Constraint to use Smaller Grid Size but Expensive Computational Unit

A compact grid can be obtained by choosing a grid area that can fit all the nodes of a

particular domain of applications. For example, in medium level, DFG 3 has the maximum

number of nodes i.e. 36; thus, a minimum grid size of 6x6 can be used. However, to place

the nodes efficiently, 7x7 grid size is used as shown in figure 3.12. Due to less area to place

the nodes, the usage of computational units is high, which results in high energy.

3.4.5. Case 5: Exploring Regular Pattern

In this approach, the DFG having the maximum number of blue nodes is chosen and

solved first using more 4-Way connectivity and no hops. Although, this strategy saved a lot

of energy in Easy level, here, it results in high energy as the number of blue and orange nodes

is almost the same. Figure 3.13 shows the screenshots of solved DFGs using this approach.

3.4.6. Energy Comparison of Medium Level

Figure 3.14 shows the energy comparison plot for all the approaches mentioned above.

Here, case 1 has the least energy, where one computational unit with a hop is used. Case 3

has the highest energy, where multiple hops are used. Compared to the other plots, almost
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Figure 3.13. Medium Level: Case 5

50 percent of the energy can be saved by using a limited number of expensive computational

unit. Thus, a low-power heterogeneous design can be achieved by using less number of

expensive resources and low reachability.

Figure 3.14. Medium Level: Energy Comparison

3.5. Hard Level

The data flow graphs in hard level are denser when compared to easy and medium

levels. Thus, in this level, DFG1 and DFG2 have more number of orange nodes whereas

DFG3 and DFG4 have more number of blue nodes.

3.5.1. Case 1: Using Expensive Computational Units

As the density of the graphs increase, the need to use computational units also in-

creases. This is shown in figure 3.15. The energy of this approach is the highest as compared
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to the other approaches as discussed in the later part of this section.

Figure 3.15. Hard Level: Case 1

3.5.2. Case 2: No Connectivity Restraints

In hard level, the usage of computational units is already high. Adding multiple hops

in the architectural design will result in higher energy. The placement of this approach for

a particular domain of applications is shown in figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16. Hard Level: Case 2
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Figure 3.17. Hard Level: Case 3

3.5.3. Case 3: Constraint to use Smaller Grid Size but Expensive Computational Unit

DFG4 has the maximum number of nodes i.e. 61; thus, a square grid of 9 x 7 is used

as shown in figure 3.17. As seen in easy and medium levels, the energy of this architectural

solution is quite high, due to the use of more red colored cells. However, in hard level, the

energy for this approach is a little less compared to the two approaches mentioned above.

Figure 3.18. Hard Level: Case 4
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3.5.4. Case 4: Exploring Regular Pattern

In this approach, the DFG that has the maximum number of blue nodes is chosen

and solved first using more number of 4-Way connections and less number of hops. Here, less

number of red color cells are used. This is the least energy grid as compared to the above

grids as shown in figure 3.18.

3.5.5. Energy Comparison of Hard Level

Figure 3.19. Hard Level: Energy Comparison

Figure 3.19 shows the energy comparison plot of Hard level for all the approaches

mentioned above. Here, case 4 has the least energy, where less computational units and

more 4-Way connections are used. Case 1 has the highest energy, where there are more

number of omputational units are used. Compared to the other plots, almost 50 percent of

the energy can be saved by using lower connectivity cells and limiting usage of expensive

resources. Thus, a low-power heterogeneous design can be achieved by using a limited

number of expensive resources and low reachability.
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CHAPTER 4

ASSIGNMENT AND ALLOCATION OF EXPENSIVE RESOURCES

In this chapter, the assignment and allocation of expensive resources while using

several approaches on a square grid architecture is discussed. The main objective of these

approaches is to determine the effects on energy when the grid architecture is designed before

mapping the functional units and connectivity. In addition, the effects of energy and area

of the case studies also shown. At the end of this chapter, the energy comparison for the

approaches is presented. UntangledII game consists of two types of nodes in a data flow

graph, (1) Orange Rectangles that represent multiplier operators, and (2) Blue Circles that

represent rest of the ALU operations. These nodes are referred to as ”Orange Nodes” and

”Blue Nodes” in this section.

Allocation refers to the type and the number of hardware resources, such as functional

units and connectivity. The result of allocation direct effects the chip size; thus, the design

of allocation is strongly required to utilize the hardware in an efficient manner, in order to

minimize the size of a chip. Using UntangledII gaming environment, a number of approaches

are carried out in order to allocate the expensive resources that consume less power. These

experiments are discussed in detail in the next sections of this chapter. All figures mentioned

in the next sections are marked with three labels, label(a) showing the approach, label(b)

showing the energy required by data flow graph and label(c) showing the energy required by

the approach for a particular data flow graph.

4.1. Approach 1: Arranging Blue Cells Diagonally

A diagonal pattern comprising of orange-colored cells i.e. cells that can hold dedi-

cated multipliers and blue-colored cells i.e. cells that can hold all ALUs operations except

multiplication represented in a square grid is shown in figure 4.1. This approach can be

useful if the architecture requires the arrangement of increased number of multiplication

operators. After experimenting with a few data flow graphs, it was observed that in such

approaches increased number of 8-Way connections is required, which increases the energy.
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Figure 4.1. Approach 1: Arranging Blue Cells Diagonally

In cases where 4-Way connections are used, more number of 1-Hop and 2-Hops are required.

This approach can be really useful to solve a DFG with more multiplier nodes having less

number of connecting functional units.

Figure 4.2. Approach 2: Limiting Usage of Blue Cells

4.2. Approach 2: Limiting Usage of Blue Cells

The arrangement of cells that can hold different functional units in a grid architecture

plays an important role. Such an example is shown in figure 4.2. This approach is similar

to Approach 1, except that the requirement of 8-Way connections is comparatively low in

this case. Though the need for 8-Way connectivity is less, but the requirement to use 1-Hop
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is increased, which in turn increases the energy. It will be well-suited for applications that

have more multiplier nodes. The arrangement of blue nodes with less interconnects can be

arranged efficiently in this approach.

4.3. Approach 3: Arrangement for Low Connectivity

Figure 4.3. Approach 3: Arrangement for Low Connectivity

Figure 4.3 depicts an approach which is useful when the number of orange nodes and

blue cells is same in a data flow graph. In this approach, the nodes can be easily placed

using 4-Way connections, with very less 8-Way connections. The requirement to add hops

in the approach is less as even the diagonally connected nodes can be placed without any

difficulty. Thus, comparatively, it will have much lower energy with an easy assignment of

resources.

4.4. Approach 4: No Reachability Constraint

The allocation of resources or functional units becomes easy when there are an equal

number of multiplier cells and cells that can hold nodes performing ALU operations except

multiplication. This approach is shown in figure 4.4. Here, fewer hops in connectivity give

less energy, which in turn results in better performance of the system. This approach is

particularly useful where there are less number of interconnected nodes.
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Figure 4.4. Approach 4: No Reachability Constraint

Figure 4.5. Approach 5: Equal Spacing between Cells

4.5. Approach 5: Equal Spacing between Cells

As shown in figure 4.5, the number of orange multiplier cells is comparatively more

than the number of blue cells. Thus, the multipliers can be allocated in an efficient manner

using this grid architecture. After some experiments using the UntangledII sub-level game

environment, it was observed that this architectural solution would consume less energy as

there will be less consumption of hops in the design. Most of the functional units can be

arranged with 4-Way connections.
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4.6. Approach 6: Balanced Check

The alternate pattern in a square grid shown in figure 4.6, gives the designer an

opportunity to easily assign equal number of nodes. However, the requirement of 8-Way

connectivity with hops is high in this grid architecture as same colored nodes can only be

placed in a diagonal fashion. As there is very less possibility to add 4-Way connections

without any hops, the architectural solution consumes very high energy.

Figure 4.6. Approach 6: Balanced Check

4.7. Approach 7: Limiting Placement of Multiplier Nodes

For the placement of more blue nodes, using approach shown in figure 4.7 can be

useful. The designer can be successful in arranging all the nodes due to the presence of a

diagonal pattern, but the need to use more 2-hops is increased as there is no way to arrange

two same colored orange nodes together without using any hop. This will result in high

energy and area. However, this approach can be useful for DFGs that have fewer multiplier

nodes. All blue nodes with fewer interconnections placed in this approach will result in a

low energy design.

4.8. Approach 8: Dedicated Multiplier Cells

In cases where the data flow graph is small, the approach shown in figure 4.8 can be

of great use. Here, all the multipliers can be placed only on the outside part of the approach.
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Figure 4.7. Approach 7: Limiting Placement of Multiplier Nodes

Figure 4.8. Approach 8: Dedicated Multiplier Cells

This will give less area and energy, plus there will be more chances to arrange the nodes

using 4-Way connectivity. This approach is only useful to place a DFG having fewer nodes.

4.9. Energy Comparison

To find the energy consumption of each approach, experiments were performed on the

sub-levels of UntangledII gaming environment. Figure 4.10 shows the energy comparison of

Level-1 data flow graph that was used on all approaches. Here, the minimum energy required

by the data flow graph is presented by blue color, the energy required by the approach is

shown using red color and the difference between these two energies i.e. the wasted energy is

shown with yellow color. From the figure, it can be observed that approach 3 shows the least
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wasted energy, followed by approach 6 and 7. It can be concluded that if the architectural

solution has an alternate approach for the placement of nodes, a lot of energy can be saved.

Figure 4.9. Energy Comparison
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CHAPTER 5

COMPARING MAPPING STRATEGIES OF TOP VS. BOTTOM PLAYERS

In this chapter, human mapping strategies of the top and bottom players are com-

pared. From the analysis, it was found that the players develop a strategy to map the given

data flow graph on to the grid. These strategies employed by the players differ for every

individual and with several architectural constraints. This part additionally talks about

some general observations while analyzing the player’s mapping methodologies. Some of

this analysis are presented in the previous works[18, 13, 9]. An optimal solution to solve

the application of interest is also discussed that can help the players to score better in the

leaderboard.

The sub-levels of UntangledII differ from each other depending on the density of nodes

present. A simple data flow graph from level 7 is shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Data Flow Graph from Level 7

The orange rectangles represent multiplier nodes and blue circles symbolize the rest

of the ALU operations. Players can also make use of pass gates present in the game tools.

These pass gates are represented by pink circles if the players use an ALU or multiplier for

pass operation. The total number of multiplier nodes i.e. orange nodes and nodes performing

all other operations i.e. blue nodes for each level is shown in table 5.1.
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Levels 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Multiplier Nodes (Orange) 11 9 12 16 9 8 29 29 11 11

Nodes performing rest of the

Operations (Blue)

10 14 24 12 17 26 13 13 41 50

Table 5.1. UntangledII Benchmarks

5.1. Mapping Strategies of Top Players

This section discusses some mapping strategies used by the players to design their

architecture, making them the top players in the leaderboard.

Figure 5.2. Mapping Strategy of Player 1 in Level 10

5.1.1. Strategy 1: Adding Gaps between Adjacent Nodes

Figure 5.2(a) shows a simple initial grid of size 8x9 (Width x Height) that one of the

top players began with. A blue node present at the rightmost side of the data flow graph is
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chosen by the designer as the initial node. He was successful in mapping the data flow graph

by placing the chosen node outside the pre-decided grid size and arranging the connected

nodes with a gap of 1 node as shown in figure 5.2(b). In the end, the player fills the spaces

with the remaining blue nodes and orange nodes. The final architectural design is shown

in figure 5.2(d) after adding the connectivity and cells from the game tools. This strategy

works great to solve dense DFGs.

Figure 5.3. Mapping Strategy of Player 7 in Level 8

5.1.2. Strategy 2: Horizontal Division

Figure 5.3 depicts the strategy of one of the top players. The player initially selects

a grid size and divides the data flow graph horizontally into two halves as shown in figure
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5.3(b). He starts arranging the bottom nodes and then arranged the top nodes. This helped

the player to get a completed architectural solution with no violations. This strategy of

dividing the graph into two graphs gives a better view of the connected nodes and is used

by a couple of top players.

Figure 5.4. Mapping Strategy of Player 2 in Level 10

5.1.3. Strategy 3: Solving in Clusters

When there are more number of nodes in a data flow graph, dividing the graph into

a group of clusters is considered one of the optimal solution as shown in figure 5.4. In this

architectural solution, the player was successful in mapping the data flow graph onto this

simple grid after solving the clusters individually. However, in the end, the designer had to

go back and make necessary changes into its connectivity and cells in order to score higher

in the leaderboard.
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Figure 5.5. Mapping Strategy of Player 3 in Level 10

5.1.4. Strategy 4: Vertical Division

Another incomparable approach by one of the players is shown in figure 5.5. The

player initially selects a grid size and divides the data flow graph vertically into two halves.

He starts arranging the nodes on the left side and then moved to the nodes on the right.

This helped the player to get a completed architectural solution with no violations. This

strategy of dividing the graph into two graphs either horizontally or vertically is used by a

number of players as it becomes easy to untangle the data flow graph using this approach.

5.1.5. Strategy 5: Grid Layout Covering the Functional Units

Choosing the size of the grid can be a tough choice for the designers. Keeping this in

mind, one of the players chose the grid size that covers the entire data flow graph as shown

in figure 5.6(a). Moving the nodes outside the selected grid gives the players a better view to

soling the given problem, and it makes them less worried about the exact placement of nodes
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Figure 5.6. Mapping Strategy of Player 2 in Level 3

onto the grid. When untangling of all the nodes is complete, the player places all the nodes

back onto the grid using Multi-Cell move operation. The designers arrange the nodes using

more 4-Way connectivity in order to score better. If the number of multiplier nodes is less

than the number nodes performing other operations, the energy of the architectural solution

will be high, compared to the architectural solutions that have less number of multiplier

nodes.

5.1.6. Strategy 6: Choosing a Minimum Grid Size

Choosing a minimum grid size that can fit the data flow graph with less number of

unused grids, gives an optimal solution. For example, in figure 5.7, the total nodes in the

data flow graph is 21, so the minimum grid size should be 5x5, as chosen by the designer. He

is successful in untangling the nodes outside the grid and then placing them inside the desired

grid. Since the player is choosing 4-Way connectivity for all the nodes in his architectural

solution, the energy is comparatively low compared to other players.
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Figure 5.7. Mapping Strategy of Player 2 in Level 1

5.1.7. Strategy 7: Swapping Nodes

Using the swap move operation, the players can swap nodes easily. This saves a lot of

time and results in less number of moves. This operation can be beneficial in solving large

data flow graphs. One such example is depicted in figure 5.8, where the designer saves some

amount of time by untangling the nodes present at the center. In this way, he successfully

untangles all the nodes at the center and then moves outwards.

Figure 5.8. Mapping Strategy of Player 1 in Level 8

5.1.8. Strategy 8:Selecting an Appropriate Grid Size

When there are less number of nodes in a data flow graph, arranging all the nodes

using 4-Way connectivity without hops becomes comparatively easy. This will result in a

low-power design as shown in figure 5.9. The player starts by selecting an appropriate grid

size and starts untangling the nodes by choosing a blue node. He successfully arranges all
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the nodes in a way that all the blue nodes are placed in the middle of the grid, and all the

orange nodes are placed in the outer part of the grid. After removing the graph violations,

he arranges the nodes using 4-way 0-hop connectivity in order to achieve a low-power grid

architecture.

Figure 5.9. Mapping Strategy of Player 2 in Level 6

Figure 5.10. Mapping Strategy of Player 4 in Level 5

5.1.9. Strategy 9: Choosing a Minimum Square Grid Layout

The player starts by selecting a minimum square grid as shown in figure 5.10. Moving

all the nodes outwards give a better view of the adjacent connected nodes. The nodes are

then arranged using top to bottom approach as shown in figure 5.10(c) using mostly 4-Way

0-Hop connectivity. After arranging the nodes, the player places them onto the selected grid

and add cells and connectivity to obtain a final grid architecture.
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5.1.10. Strategy 10: Grid Size Covering Most Functional Units

Achieving an optimum grid architecture in less moves can save plenty of time. Such

an example is shown in figure 5.11. The player initially starts the game by choosing a grid

size that can cover all nodes as shown in figure 5.11(a). He is successful in removing all the

violations of the data flow graph using minimum moves and with 4-Way 0-Hop connections.

Figure 5.11. Mapping Strategy of Player 3 in Level 4

Figure 5.12. Mapping Strategy of Player 2 in Level 2

5.1.11. Strategy 11: Adding Cells with Multi-Move Operation

Coloring the nodes using multi-move operation saves plenty of time. This strategy

by one of the top players is shown in figure 5.12(b). The player initially chooses a square
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grid of size 5x5 (Width X Height). Since all the nodes are easily visible, he starts placing

the top nodes, and moves downwards. He is successful in arranging all the nodes onto the

chosen grid size. In the end of the gameplay, he adds multiple cells onto the data flow graph

to achieve his final grid architecture.

5.1.12. Strategy 12: Center Division

Dividing the data flow graph into two parts helps in untangling the nodes efficiently.

One such example is shown in figure 5.13, where the player divides the graph from the middle

and starts filling the gap with the connected nodes. After the bottom nodes are untangled,

he adds some gap and continue rearranging the top nodes. Using this strategy, he fruitfully

removes all the violations to achieve a low-power grid architecture.

Figure 5.13. Mapping Strategy of Player 7 in Level 10

5.2. Mapping Strategies of Bottom Players

This section gives a detailed view of some of the human mapping strategies of the

bottom players.

5.2.1. Strategy 1: Choosing Random Functional Unit

As shown in figure 5.14, the player starts by choosing a node from the rightmost side

of the screen and starts arranging the adjacent nodes one by one. But, as the player moves

forward in the game, he divides the graph into several clusters and starts rearranging all the
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nodes again. Though, he was successful in removing all the violations, but the strategy was

time consuming, resulting in more number of moves and a lot of unused grids.

Figure 5.14. Mapping Strategy of Player 20 in Level 10

5.2.2. Strategy 2: Solving DFG with Two Separate Group of Nodes

When the data flow graph is divided into two separate group of nodes, it is always

better to untangle these nodes separately as shown in figure 5.15(a). Initially, the designer

had more focus on solving the data flow graph. Without choosing a grid size, he started

solving the DFG that had less number of connected nodes. He was successful in untangling

the smaller data flow graph, but he tried a number of strategies to solve the larger data flow

graph as shown in figure 5.15(b)and(c).

5.2.3. Strategy 3: No Reachability Restraints

Using a large grid size and adding more connections, doubles the energy. This game-

play strategy is shown in figure 5.16 (a), where the player selects a grid size randomly that

covers the data flow graph. Though he is successful in removing all the violations at the end

of the game, but with the use of 4-Way 2-Hops in his architectural solution has resulted in
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Figure 5.15. Mapping Strategy of Player 18 in Level 7

high energy and thus, making him a bottom player. This strategy is observed in a number

of players, where they initially start the game by choosing a random grid size and adding

cells and connectivity before solving the data flow graph.

Figure 5.16. Mapping Strategy of Player 26 in Level 2
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5.2.4. Strategy 4: Forming Small Clusters

Placing all the nodes away from each other gives a better view of the connected nodes.

This strategy is shown in figure 5.17, where the designer moves all the nodes away from each

other and start untangling them one by one. He forms a number of untangled groups that

needs to be merged together. Though he carried out a good strategy at the beginning of

the gameplay, but it took him a lot of time to remove all the violations to get an optimal

architectural solution.

Figure 5.17. Mapping Strategy of Player 25 in Level 3

Figure 5.18. Mapping Strategy of Player 25 in Level 10
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5.2.5. Strategy 5: Using Expensive Computational Units

Adding cells and connectivity beforehand can help the players to remove some vio-

lations of the DFG. Such example is shown in figure 5.18, where the player initially starts

by solving some part of the DFG. He then adds several computational units i.e. red colored

cells and blue colored cells with 4-Way 1-Hop connections in his architecture to check the

violations. Even after removing all the violations in his final grid architecture, the presence

of computational units and all 4-Way connections with hops results in high energy, making

him rank lower in the leaderboard.

5.2.6. Strategy 6: Restraining Use of Available Sources

While analyzing the mapping strategies of bottom players, it was observed that a

number of players start their game with a unique gaming strategy, but as they move forward,

they are lost in their own strategy. One such example is shown in figure 5.19 (a), where the

player untangles the data flow graph successfully. However, instead of using multi-move

Figure 5.19. Mapping Strategy of Player 21 in Level 2

operation to place all the nodes onto the selected grid, he starts placing each node. The

player is lost in his own strategy as shown in figure 5.19(c). Although, he is successful in
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achieving a low-power grid architecture, but he had to make a lot of changes in order to

achieve it.

5.2.7. Strategy 7: No Connectivity Restraints in Grid Architecture

Figure 5.20 shows another strategy, where the player chooses a large grid size and

starts solving the data flow graph by choosing a multiplier. He is successful in removing all

the violations, however, he ends up in a grid having 4-Way 2-Hops connections. The use of

these connections results in high energy, making him rank lower in the leaderboard.

Figure 5.20. Mapping Strategy of Player 19 in Level 1

5.2.8. Strategy 8: Swap Move Operation to Remove Violations

In this strategy, the player starts the game by using the swap move operation where

he is successfully in untangling a lot of inner nodes of the data flow graph. He randomly

selects a higher density node and places it at the bottom of the grid. He fruitfully completes

his grid formation by placing all the connected nodes and using 4-Way 2-Hops connections

as shown in figure 5.21. Though he achieved a grid with no violations, but the use of 4-Way

2-Hops,making him rank lower in the leaderboard.

5.2.9. Strategy 9: Adding Cells to Check Remaining Violations

Dividing the data flow graph into two parts and untangling the nodes separately

can be helpful. This is a very useful strategy, however in some cases not all violations are
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Figure 5.21. Mapping Strategy of Player 13 in Level 10

removed. One such example is shown in figure 5.22, where the player starts the game by

dividing the data flow graph in two parts. He successfully removes most of the violations,

however, as he moves forward in the game and add cells and connectivity, the player is unable

to remove the violations and leaves the game without completely eliminating them.

Figure 5.22. Mapping Strategy of Player 16 in Level 10
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Figure 5.23. Mapping Strategy of Player 19 in Level 10

5.2.10. Strategy 10: Untangling Bottom Nodes

In another strategy, the player starts by untangling the nodes present at the bottom.

Next, he chose the rightmost multiplier and places it outside the pre-selected grid as shown

in figure 5.23(a). After placing the connected nodes one by one, he is successful in untangling

most of the nodes by dividing the graph into clusters. However, at the middle of the gameplay,

he seems lost in his own strategy and start rearranging the nodes present on the left side

of the grid. This consumes more time and high energy due to the presence of more 4-Way

1-Hop connectivity in the final architecture.

5.3. Optimal Solution

After analyzing the mapping strategies of both the top and bottom players, an optimal

solution can be achieved with these steps:
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5.3.1. Grid Size

Choosing a minimum grid size is the initial step to achieve an optimum architectural

solution. For example, if there are 21 orange nodes and blue nodes, then the minimum

grid size of 5x5 should be selected. This grid area can be increased or decreased as per

requirement.

Figure 5.24. Optimal Solution

5.3.2. Square Grid

Since most chips are designed in a square shape, it is always better to choose a square

grid.

5.3.3. More 4-Way Connections

Trying to arrange the nodes with more 4-Way connectivity results in less energy, thus

increasing the performance of the system.

5.3.4. Less Moves

The strategy for solving any data flow graph should be such that the player makes less

moves. This will save a lot of time, which in turn leads to a higher rank in the leaderboard.

5.4. General Observations

While analyzing the strategies mentioned above, it was observed that most of the

bottom players choose a large grid size, which is left unused at the end of the game. The
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Figure 5.25. General Observation

screenshots of such cases are shown in figure 5.13. After completing all the placements and

removing all violations, the players ignore the grid size and do not care to lessen it.
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CHAPTER 6

CASE STUDIES: COMPARISON OF PLAYERS DESIGN

While analyzing the human mapping strategies for custom domain-specific architec-

tures discussed in the previous chapter, apart from the different mapping strategies that the

players deploy while solving the data flow graphs, there are various other factors, such as

moves, interconnects, grid, that also differed from player to player. These case studies of

both top and bottom players are discussed in this chapter. Additionally, graphs representing

move vs. time depicting the common trends in the strategies of different players with time is

also presented. The connectivity results obtained while designing the final grid architectures

over a suite of applications for top and bottom players are also shown in the form of graphs.

6.1. Moves

In the UntangledII gameplay environment, different types of moves were observed

that the players use to design their architectural solution. These include (1) Single Moves-

moving a single node at a time. This is a common move that is used by all the players to

solve their data flow graphs. (2) Swap Moves - Interchanging the position of the nodes helps

in solving the DFGs quickly and efficiently. This type of move is mostly observed by the top

players. Some violations of the game can be effortlessly reduced using this move. (3) Multi

Moves - This move helps in solving the DFGs in clusters. Choosing a group of connected

nodes and solving those separating gives a better view of the node connections. (4) Add

Pass-gate - Adding a pass-gate in the final mapping solution of the architecture saves a lot

of power. (5) Add Cell - With this move, the player has an option to choose from adding

red, blue, orange and pink cells. (6) Add Connectivity - This move helps the players to add

connectivity to their design, which includes 4-Way, 4-Way 1-Hop, 4-Way 2-Hops, 8-Way,

8-Way 1-Hop, 8-Way 2-Hops. (7) Change Cell - This move helps the players to modify their

design by changing the cell color or connectivity.

Depending on the number of functional units and interconnects present in a DFG,

analysis of different type of moves is discussed in the next part of this section.
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6.1.1. Data Flow Graphs with Fewer Multiplication Operators

For the case study, one of the UntangledII levels is chosen, which has fewer multipliers

as compared to the other ALU operators. In figure 6.1(a), there are three rows of orange

nodes for multiplier operations and three rows of blue nodes for the rest of the operators in

a data flow graph. The final grid of one of the players is shown in figure 6.1(b).

Figure 6.1. Example of a Grid with few Multiplication Operators

Figure 6.2 shows different moves in this gameplay for 20 players. Single moves are

colored in blue, multi-moves in green, swap moves in orange, add cell and connectivity in

yellow, and change cell moves is represented by red color. Here, single moves predominate all

Figure 6.2. Moves of top 20 players

other moves. Since the density of data flow graph is low, use of swap moves and multi-moves
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is minimal. Add cell and connectivity is mostly similar for all players. Most of the bottom

players make use of change cell moves.

6.1.2. Data Flow Graphs With Numerous Multiplication Operators

For the case study, one of the UntangledII levels is chosen, which has greater number

of multiplication operators as compared to the nodes performing other operations. In figure

6.3(a), the blue nodes are arranged diagonally, and the orange nodes are connected to each

blue node. The final grid of one of the players is shown in figure 6.3(b).

Figure 6.3. Example of a Grid with Greater number of Multiplier Nodes

Figure 6.4. Moves of top 20 players

Figure 6.4 shows different moves in this gameplay for 20 players. Single moves are

colored in blue, multi-moves in orange, swap moves in green, add cell and connectivity in
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yellow and change cell moves are represented by red color. Here, single moves predominate

all other moves as it is easy to move nodes in a single move. This move is mostly preferred by

most players. Since the density of data flow graph is low, use of multi-moves and swap moves

is minimum. Add cell and connectivity is mostly similar for all players since all individuals

need to add cell and connectivity to their grid architecture. Most of the bottom players

make use of change cell moves.

6.1.3. Dense Graphs

For the case study, one of the UntangledII levels with a dense graph is chosen. The

initial and final design of one of the players is shown in figure 6.5. In figure 6.5(a), the

Figure 6.5. Example of a Dense Graph

blue nodes are arranged mostly in the center with a lot of cross-interconnections. There are

comparatively fewer number of multiplier nodes. The final grid of one of the players is shown

in figure 6.5(b).

Figure 6.6 shows different moves in this gameplay for 14 players. Single moves are

colored in blue, swap moves in yellow, multi-moves in black, add cell and connectivity in

green and change cell moves is represented by red color. Single moves predominate all other

moves. However, since the graph is dense, we can observe a lot of swap moves and multi-

moves for the first ten players, which keeps increasing at the end. Add cell and change cell is

mostly similar for all players since all individuals need to add cell and connectivity to their

architecture.
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Figure 6.6. Types of Moves for Dense Graphs

6.2. Move Type vs. Time

This section presents some of the interesting cases and common trends of the top and

bottom players. It gives a detailed view of how the architectural solution of different players

is evolved with time.

Most of the top players start by untangling the data flow graph using single moves.

These moves are observed throughout the gameplay for all the players. Multi-moves and swap

moves were observed in the beginning, and the end region of most gameplays comprises of

add cell and change cell moves.

Figure 6.7 shows the performance of one of the top players. Single moves are colored

in blue, swap moves in yellow, multi-moves in black, add cell in red, add connectivity in

green and change cell move is represented by orange color. In the beginning, the player

starts by untangling some of the nodes using single, swap and multi-moves. In the middle,

he adds cells and connectivity. The player optimizes the architecture using the change cell

move at the end phase of the gameplay.

Figure 6.8 shows the performance of a player plotted from the gameplay data. Single

moves are colored in blue, swap moves in yellow, multi-moves in red, add cell and connectivity
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Figure 6.7. Move Type vs. Time of Player 1 in Level 10

in orange and change cell moves is represented by green color. Here, single moves are observed

throughout the gameplay. However, an interesting strategy to be noticed in this plot is the

use of Add Cell and Connectivity. The player uses a single move to add both cell and

connectivity. This strategy can save a lot of time. In the end, the player optimizes his design

using the single and change cell move.

Figure 6.8. Move Type vs. Time of Player 3 in Level 8

Figure 6.9 shows another interesting methodology used by one of the players. Single

moves are colored in blue, swap moves in orange, multi-moves in red, add cell in green, add

connectivity in yellow and change cell move is represented by purple color. As shown in the

plot, the player makes use of swap moves at the beginning of the gameplay to untangle the
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Figure 6.9. Move Type vs. Time of Player 2 in Level 4

nodes. This helps the players in removing most of the violations of the data flow graph. Add

cell and connectivity move is observed in the middle, and the player optimizes his design

using the single and change cell move in the end.

Figure 6.10. Move Type vs. Time of Player 4 in Level 5

Dividing a data flow into small clusters give a better view of the connected nodes. In

figure 6.10, single moves are colored in blue, swap moves in yellow, multi-moves in orange,

add cell in red, add connectivity in green and change cell move is represented by purple

color. In the beginning, the players make use of numerous multi-moves to divide the DFG

into clusters as seen in the plot. He successfully solves the DFG using single moves. Use of

swap moves was observed in the middle phase. In the end, the player tries to improve his
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score by modifying 8-Way connections to 4-Way connections by using change cell move.

Figure 6.11. Move Type vs. Time of Player 19 in Level 10

Figure 6.11 shows the performance of a bottom player plotted from the gameplay

data. In the plot, single moves are colored in blue, swap moves in black, multi-moves in

orange, add cell in yellow, add connectivity in red and change cell move is represented by

green color. In the initial phase, the player adds cells and connectivity. He was successful in

removing some violations, however, as he moved forward in the game, he had to make a lot

of changes in his architecture. Thus, in the end phase, a number of change cell and single

moves are observed.

6.3. Connectivity

As discussed in Chapter 3, the scores keep on increasing as we add more hops in

our connectivity. For a low power design, greater number of 4-Way connectivity should be

introduced in the design. This section analyzes several connections that the players added

in their design.

6.3.1. Data Flow Graphs with Fewer Multiplication Operators

For the case study, one of the UntangledII levels is chosen, which has fewer multiplier

nodes as shown in 6.1(a). Different types of connectivity for 20 players is shown in figure

6.7. 4-Way 0-Hop connections are colored in yellow, 4-Way 1-Hop are represented by green,

4-Way 2-Hops are colored in black, blue color represents 8-Way 0-Hop, 8-Way 1-Hop are
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colored in red and 8-Way 2-Hops are represented by orange color. Here, top 12 players

Figure 6.12. 4-Way and 8-Way Connectivity for 20 players

use only 4-Way 0-Hops, however, as the players start using 4-Way 1-Hop, their score starts

increasing, making them bottom players in the leaderboard. In the second-half of the graph,

some 8-Way connections were observed by the players.

6.3.2. Data Flow Graphs With Numerous Multiplication Operators

Figure 6.13. 4-Way and 8-Way Connectivity for 20 players

For the case study, one of the UntangledII levels is chosen, which has greater number

of multiplier nodes as shown in 6.3(a). 4-Way connectivity for 20 players is shown in figure
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6.8. 4-Way 0-Hop connections are colored in blue, 4-Way 1-Hop are represented by yellow,

4-Way 2-Hops are colored in green, red color represents 8-Way 0-Hop, 8-Way 1-Hop are

colored in orange and 8-Way 2-Hops are represented by black color. Here, top 10 players

use only 4-Way 0-Hops, however, as the players start using 4-Way 1-Hop, their score starts

increasing, making them bottom players in the leaderboard. Some 8-Way connections were

observed particularly by the bottom players.

6.3.3. Dense Graphs

For the case study, one of the UntangledII levels is chosen with a dense graph as

shown in 6.5(a). 4-Way connectivity for top 14 players is shown in figure 6.9. 4-Way 0-Hop

connections are colored in red, 4-Way 1-Hop are colored in yellow and 4-Way 2-Hops are

colored in green. Here, top 5 players mostly use 4-Way 0-Hops, however, as the players start

using 4-Way 1-Hop and 4-Way 2-Hops, their score starts increasing, making them bottom

players in the leaderboard. Similarly, 8-Way connectivity for top 14 players is shown in figure

Figure 6.14. 4-Way Connectivity for Dense Graphs

6.10. 8-Way 0-Hop connections are colored in red, 8-Way 1-Hop are colored in yellow and

8-Way 2-Hops are colored in green. Here, top 5 players mostly use 8-Way 0-Hops, however,

as the players start using 8-Way 1-Hop and 8-Way 2-Hops, their score starts increasing,

making them bottom players in the leaderboard.
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Figure 6.15. 8-Way Connectivity for Dense Graphs

6.4. Grid Area

The cost of a chip is directly proportional to the chip area. To meet the growing

demands for portable applications and achieve smaller and sleeker electronic devices, chip

area is one of the important concerns these days. After analyzing the architecture designs

of the players for various UntangledII levels, it was observed that the players’ waste a lot of

grid area as shown in figure 6.11.

Figure 6.16. Unused Grid Cells for Dense Graphs
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1. Discussion

Allocation of essential resources onto the CGRA has been of interest from quite some

time. For these architectural solutions to fulfill the designers’ requirements, it is of utmost

importance that the design offers high performance, low power consumption, and effective

area utilization. This thesis work revolves around the various levels of the UntangledII gam-

ing environment. In previous chapters of this thesis, the concept of assignment and allocation

of essential resources is presented and how the arrangement of cells plays an important role

in the allocation of resources. The primary focus of this thesis is on assignment and allo-

cation of expensive resources. Different case studies are investigated to achieve low power

heterogeneous designs and their effects on energy while altering the area, connectivity, and

cells of expensive resources. In chapter 3, a number of experiments to check the effects on

energy while allocating the essential resources and achieve a low power architectural solution

is presented. These experiments are carried out on different levels of UntangledII gaming

environment i.e. Easy, Medium and Hard. From the results, it was observed that irrespective

of the density of a graph, a Low power design can be achieved by solving the DFG that has a

maximum number of nodes for a particular domain of applications using a minimum number

of hops possible. In chapter four, the assignment and allocation of expensive resources while

using several approaches on a square grid architecture are discussed. In the later part of this

thesis work, various essential human mapping strategies for custom domain-specific architec-

tures using UntangledII design environment is presented. The results obtained from mapping

ability of the players, i.e., moves, connectivity, and grid area over a suite of applications are

also presented.

7.2. Future Work

This thesis mainly focuses on assignment and allocation of expensive resources. It

comprises of two parts, where one part explores several low power heterogeneous designs for
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assignment and allocation of essential resources, and the other part discusses several human

mapping strategies for custom domain-specific architectures. Using these case studies and

human mapping strategies, a computer algorithm can be developed to solve these allocation

problems in an automatic and quicker way.
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